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Vitality of SMEs (small and medium enterprises) is the key to create an 
economic miracle in many countries and regions. As the part of a modern market 
economy, which is the most sensitive to the market mechanism and the most dynamic 
part of the market economy, SMEs play an indispensable role. Promotion of SMEs is 
an important basis for maintaining the stable and rapid development of the national 
economy and a major strategic task for the stability of people's livelihood and society.  
Financing obstacles, however, has obsessed the development of SMEs. In order 
to solve it, China has actively promoted the credit guarantee system of SMEs. As an 
important component of the system, the credit re-guarantee system in regulating 
guarantee behavior, effective control of the security risk, diminishing responsibility of 
the guarantee company , expanding capacity of operating, improving the solvency of 
the security agencies, as well as the collection of huge guaranteed funds has played an 
important role. This paper describes the history and present situation of re-guarantee 
system of SMEs in China, studies and compares the advanced experience of foreign 
credit re-guarantee system of the small and medium enterprises. Compared with the 
experience abroad, the author analyzes the problems of legal system of current 
re-guarantee of SMEs in China from two aspects: the static method and dynamic 
method analysis, targeted proposes to amend the act to guarantee the Basic Law, as 
well as the introduction of guarantee agencies administrative norms.  
In addition to the preface and conclusions, this paper is divided into three 
chapters for discussion:  
Chapter one: the preview of credit re-guarantees system of the SMEs. This 
chapter focuses on clarifying the meaning of re-guarantee, the sorts of re-guarantee, 
introducing the history and present situation of re-guarantee system of the SMEs in 
China and studying the advanced experience of foreign credit re-guarantee system of 















analyzing the advanced experience of foreign credit re-guarantee system, the author 
wants to draw lessons from foreign countries for perfecting re-guarantee system of 
SMEs in China 
Chapter two: the analysis of legal system defects on re-guarantee system of 
SMEs in China. Content of this chapter are mainly introducing current situation of 
re-guarantee legal system of SMEs and the method of analyzing legal system defaults 
of re-guarantee system of SMEs. From two aspects: the static legal system and the 
dynamic legal system, the author shows the reason why the SMEs in China get so 
hard and how important and necessary changing the re-guarantee legal system of 
SMEs is. 
Chapter three: suggestions on perfecting the re-guarantee legal system of SMEs. 
This chapter points that the legislative level of re-guarantee is not fit for regulating the 
current situation of the SMEs in China. Considering the current shortcomings of 
re-guarantee legal system, author makes propositions from two aspects: the provision 
of re-guarantee should be added to the Security Law of the People's Republic of 
China ,which means the legal system of the security become more comprehensive and 
regulation of re-guarantee agency be issued which means the difficulties met in 
practice could be solved. 
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第 5 条第 2 款第 2 项规定：“主合同履约不能，担保机构代偿后，再担保机构按
约定比例承担相应责任。”从中我们可以看出这里的再担保人在主债务人违约时
要和担保人共同承担责任而不问担保人是否具有独立履行担保责任的能力。 
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